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Icy Sweden must buy 
Russian nuclear energy 

The cold winter in Sweden this year has destroyed one 
myth, namely, that Sweden still has abundant and cheap 
electrical energy production. "Sweden Buys Russian Nu
clear Energy," read the headline in the daily Svenska Dag

bladet on Jan . . 7. Even before Swedish industry geared up 
to normal levels again after the Christmas and New Year's 
slowdown, Sweden had to import as much as 8% of its 

electricity consumption from its neighbors, including Rus
sia, via a one-way direct-current cable from St. Petersburg 
to Vyborg in Finland. 

During the first week in January, 11 out of Sweden's 
12 nuclear power reactors were producing at full capacity. 
Had one of those reactors, or any other major electrical 
power plant, suffered even a temporary shutdown, the 
Swedish energy authorities, according to one of its spokes
men, would have been forced to consider imposing rotat
ing electricity shutdowns in various parts of the country, as 

electricity demand surpassed available supply. This would 
have left many homes without heat in the middle of winter, 
a situation otherwise known only to Third World countries. 

The cold weather revea,led two weaknesses in the 
.. Swedish energy grid: First,· the distribution net is inade
quate. Although there were power reserves in the hydro
power plants in notthem Sweden, the ability to transport 
the electricity to the southern part of the country, where 
most of the demand is concentrated, is limited. Second, 

.. the overall maximum output from Swedish electricity pro
ducers, including hydropower, nuclear power, and "re
serves" (coal-, oil-, .and gas-fueled power stations), of 
27,000 megawatts, is insufficient. Even without industry 

tions accompanying his funeral in Gaza. Ayyash was killed 

when his mobile telephone exploded. The killing has been 

attributed to Israel secret service agencies, and Israel has 

not issued any denials. Ayyash was known to have organized 

several terrorist attacks against Israelis, which led to the 

death of many civilians, so there is no mystery as to why 

the Israelis would seek his death. However, what raised 

questions among Palestinian political leaders were three as

pects to the incident: First, he was killed on Palestinian 

territory, in violation of agreements between the PLO and 
Israel regarding security; second, the killing occurred just 

weeks before the Palestinian elections, scheduled for Jan. 
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running at full capacity, use was hltting 25,000 MW in 
early January. 

The nuclear referendum 
One can only hope that this relllity shock will silence 

those voices which are still demanding that the nuclear 
power plants be closed down by year 2010, as prescribed 
by a national referendum in 1980. 

The weather had already turned unusually cold as 

Swedish King Carl Gustaf XVI !lave his Christmas ad
dress, in which he stated: "If we wapt to preserve our well
being and protect the environment;. it will be very difficult 
to dismantle nuclear energy." The statement immediately 
provoked a reaction from the leaqer of the Green party, 
Birger Schlaug, who denounced lthe king. Instead, the 
Green party ought to be denouncedlfor extreme hypocrisy, 

because it is demanding that safe huclear power reactors 
in Sweden be-closed down, at the c6st of Sweden having to 
import energy which is being prodUced by unsafe nuclear 
reactors in Russia and Lithuania. I 

Many other politicians, incluqing one from the very 
green Center Party, backed the king's statement, which 

1 

makes it more likely that the his remarks reflects a long-
standing concern about what wid happen in 2010. The 
king, however, chose to emphasi�e the need to save the 
remaining four big "natural" rivers from being exploited 
for hydropower. 

To tum off all Swedish tlucle¥ power plants is a big 
threat to national interests, such as lbe paper-lnill and other 
energy-intensive industries, which would have to pay a 

much higher price for energy in the future if the nuclear 
power plants, which presently provide half of the energy 
consumption in the country, are flImed off. The mood in 
the population has also been 8I'adpally changing in favor 
of keeping the .riuclear power plan�s after 2010. In an opin� 
ion poll conducted before Christdtas, 59% of those ques
tioned answered that they would like to keep the nuclear 
power plants producing after 201 O.-Lotta-Stina Thronell 

20; and third, he was killed just as delicate negotiations were 

going on between the PLO Fatah and Hamas, to reach an 

agreement on Hamas participation in the elections. 

Despite the impact of the killing, preparations are contin

uing for the elections. At least prior to Ayash's death, public 

opinion polls conducted in Gaza and the West Bank indicated 

a clear mandate for Arafat. The Palestinian Authority re

solved to push forward with the elections as planned, regard

less of time constraints and the political complications with 

Hamas, in order to guarantee that the withdrawal of Israeli 

troops from the areas now under Palestinian authority, pro
ceed on schedule_ 
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